Level 7 Ground Work: Test C
1. Counter canter (left lead) and curve a few strides, turning right, perform a change of lead
to the right lead (can be simple or flying).
2. Perform a school halt and hold for 5 seconds.
3. Halt and have your horse sit (can be a sit down or a sit up).
4. Send your horse to the left on a circle and show a halt, canter, halt transition during 2 full
laps on the circle. Then change directions and show a halt, canter, halt transition to the
right during 2 full laps on the circle. Finish with a draw to you.
5. While trotting turn right, then piaffe for 8 steps.
6. Head directly towards the camera in a haunches in left at trot, after about 10ft switch
sides and turn around to head away from the camera and haunches in right.
7. Liberty transition: Take off your horse’s halter. Send your horse on a canter circle to
the right, change direction and canter circle to the left.
8. Show haunches in right at the walk, go about 10ft and then turn around to and show
haunches in left for about 10ft.
9. Ground tie while leaving the ring (or go at least 40ft away (out of sight) and return).
10. With your horse beside you, show a halt, canter (4 strides), halt transition with a right
lead canter.
11. Lay down.
12. Jump a narrow object (max 2ft wide).
13. go sideways over an L shape away from you, and then come sideways over the L shape
towards you so you finish where you started. Walk away from the L shape a few strides
14. Halt and then back up 10 steps on the circle. Then draw your horse to you.
15. Do an S Pattern with two changes of direction at the canter with simple or flying lead
changes.
16. Then halt and do two spins right and then two spins left. You can do up to 4 spins in
each direction and your best two will be scored.

